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Resilience => Bouncing back: Three general remarks 

Þ 1. Broader Framework; Social contract/order: Helps to bounce back; proper “social 
contract” taking account of externalities allows better resilience, some comments at the 
end 

Þ 2. Macroeconomic Topics: Inspiring new views on macro topics, loss of resilience or 
bouncing back in the great meltdowns: Financial crisis, Covid meltdown, climate disasters, 
but also regarding macro specific issues such innovation dynamics, inequality, crypto 
currency, unemployment,  inflation & deflation risks, debt dynamics, financial market, 
health care system, fiscal and monetary space, and global economy……  

Þ 3. Dynamic processes: From corridor stability (local resilience) to resilience destroyers
– Vulnerabilities arising
– Some shocks
– Local resilience 
Ø Corridor stability
– Tipping point
– Rapid deteriorations
– Moving into traps
– Regime changes 
– Tipping surface



1. Motivation: Corridor stability => local resilience

Economic Literature on “corridor stability” (local resilience)
Leijonhufvud (1973), Dimand (2005), Semmler/Sieveking “Nonlinear Liquidity growth dynamics 

with corridor stability, JEBO (1993), Mittnik/Semmler, JEDC  (2013), MD (2015), 
Historically:
• Classical market mechanism: Different views on market forces leading to convergence 

(stable) or non-convergence (unstable), ch.2
• Macro dynamics: Different views on macro mechanisms leading to convergence (stable) or 

non-convergence (unstable), see Pigou  (1933, 1941); real balance effects is stabilizing, 
globally mean reverting.

Macro dynamics since 1930s (corridor stability): 
• Fisher (1933); corridor stability:  The depression …is an example of a debt-deflation 

depression of the most serious sort. The debts of 1929 were the greatest known,,. They 
were great enough not only to "rock the boat" but to start it capsizing.“ 

• Keynes (1936); Minsky, Kindleberger; Market economy absorbs small shocks, not large ones, 
corridor stability; exogenous increase of demand needed

• Tobin (1969, 1975): Inventories, liquidity buffer stocks => device against funding constraints,  
small shocks will be absorbed, large shocks not; corridor stability

• Malinvaud (1976): Agents are not constrained by small shocks but                    
by large shocks; corridor stability                 

Recent Work on Nonlinearities in economics
=> Work on complex dynamics: local (and/or global) resilience, tipping points,  regime   

shifts,  traps (poverty traps,  disaster regimes), see Fisher (1932/1933)



1. Motivation: Corridor stability (single attractor)

2 dim differential equation system: 



2. Nonlinear Growth-Liquidity Model =>  Corridor-Stability: 
Single attractor; Local and/or global resilience

In a two-dimensional differential equations => Hopf – bifurcation => Bautin-bifurcation
From: 1) focus (source)                             2) one limit cycle to                 3) two limit cycles 

Example: Bilinear model
Semmler/Sieveking (1993): 



2. Nonlinear Growth Liquidity Model - Discrete time 
system/econometrics => globally resilient, locally unstable

Empirically estimated: see Kockesen/Hsiao/Semmler (2001, 2017, Econ Dept. 
WP1730), discrete time, US data set on returns and liquidity; US 1960.1-1988.4, using 
an STR model => globally resilient, not locally



3. Nonlinear Model of Debt Dynamics: Two equilibria; 
One stable and another one unstable equilibria (regimes) => Not globally resilient

Regime switching from low financial to high stress, see Blanchard(1983), De Grauwe (2011);
Blanchard: two equilibria in debt dynamics 

1. Low financial stress: Our model: two decision variables (c, g) and 2 state variables, leverage not 
a control  

=> Globally resilient: 

=>The interest rate r, fixed, and credit spreads close to zero or at the zero 
bound



3. Nonlinear Model of Debt Dynamics; Two equilibiria
Low credit spread, globally resilient

1. Low financial stress: 

=> Convergence to sustainable debt (higher r, left trajectory; lower r, right trajectory,) but 
with fixed r => global convergence  
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3. Nonlinear Model of Debt Dynamics; Two equilibria
Endogenous risk   => credit spread, globally not resilient

2. High financial stress =>“bad“ equilibrium:
=> Regime dependent risk premia and credit spreads, and macro feedback loops to 

aggregate demand and output (Blanchard, 1983)

=> If the central bank does not suffciently reduce the credit spread, then with jump in credit 
spread, macro feedbacks are triggered; BS (2012), Grauwe (2012), Blanchard (2013), 
Uhlig et al (2012) 



3. Nonlinear Model of Debt Dynamics; Two equilibria
One stable and one unstable (high credit spread), 

globally not resilient
2. High financial stress: There are now  regime dependent risk premia and credit 

spreads, amplified by macroeconomic feedback loops      

Remark: Regime switch from  low financial stress to high financial stress, can easily occur, 
Blanchard et al. (2013) , jump in  credit spreads  
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3. Nonlinear Model of Debt Dynamics;  Two equilibria;
One stable and another unstable; Conjecture, Draghi, European debt crisis 2011/12, see also 

Blanchard recently

Draghi during the news conference announcing the Outright Monetary Transactions 
(OMT) bond purchasing program (September 6th, 2012):

“The assessment of the Governing Council is that we are in a situation now  where 
you have large parts of the Euro Area in what we call a bad equilibrium, namely an 
equilibrium where you have self-fulfilling expectations. You may have self-fulfilling 
expectations that generate, that feed upon themselves, and generate adverse, very 
adverse scenarios. So there is a case for intervening to, in a sense, break these 
expectations [...]”

Þ Default Risk Equilibrium: Slow moving debt crisis, Werning et al. (2013)
Þ No Default Risk Equilibrium: Stable equilibrium (local resilience)



3. Nonlinear Model of Debt Dynamics; Two equilibiria
One stable and one unstable; Conjecture => Bautin bifurcation=> globally not resilient, but 

only locally

Model of
two equilibria:

(inner stable,
outer unstable)                                        

k

debt

• Close to the left equilibrium:  low interest rates, debt is sustainable and no crisis 
• Close to the right equilibrium: probability of default rises, requires higher interest rates, debt 

and default risk rise, and adverse macro feedbacks set in => low moving  debt crisis, still 
today not analytically solved

References: see Mittnik and Semmler (2013),  Werning et al (2013), Arellano (2008, 2014), Roch
and Uhlig (2014); 



4. Nonlinear Model of growth and poverty traps (chs12/13)
Poverty traps or climate related disasters =>  stable trapping region, hard to get out

Remark 1: Growth models with multiple steady states, see Azariadis et al. (2005), Semmler 
and Ofori (2007), Kovacevic and Semmler (2020), model with trapping probability,  large 
disasters may change the steady state or lower growth rates (three equilibria, middle is  
unstable, see arrows)

Poverty trap (self-enforcing):
1) Real side; Increasing/decreasing returns

2) Financial side: Risk premia, 
depending on net worth (financial  

meltdown)

3) Human side: Migration

(of human capital, skills etc) 

Remark 2: Large climate related disasters can give rise to such trapping probability (small and 
middle income countries or certain regions)



4. Nonlinear Model of growth.... Shift into trapping region, 
Poverty trap  or climate related disaster phase =>  stable trapping region?

Numerical solutions for multiple equilibria models: 
shocks at random time and random size, see Kovacevic and Semmler (2020)

Trapping probability, unstable equilibria, k*=968, regime shift (left), 20 out of 200=>disasters (right)
k(0)=969

k(0)=967



5. Nonlinear Model in 3 dimension, tipping surface: 
Climate Change and Resilience, regime switching (good and bad equilibrium), Local resilience 

=> At the good one,  Brock et al (2008), Hansen et al. (2008) Greiner et al. (2010), 
above the green surface possibly irreversible dynamics; globally not resilient?

Tipping point for
temperature 

(Hansen et al. 2008)

Tipping  
“Surface”
(not a 
“tipping point”)



6. Nonlinear Econometric Models of regime change: 
MS, Threshold and STR models (less treated in the book)

There is extensive nonlinear econometric work going on Markov Switching, 
Threshold, and Smooth Transition Regression models, STAR Model: Chen, 
Hsiao, Semmler, and Teraesvirta (2021), SNDE
=>  Instability in Regime Switching Models (non-resilience globally)
Þ Both regimes are stable, but regime switches can imply instability  (non-resilience)

Þ There is local resilience in the vicinity of both equlibria but not global resilience

Þ The above holds for MS, Threshold and STAR models, here illustrated for a  STAR 
model  (Granger and Teraesvirta models)



7. Some final remarks
Þ The book provides great insights and intuitions on quite complex social and economic

dynamics and poses challenges for macro economics: Corridor stability,  local and  
global resilience, tipping points, loss of  stability, no mean reversion, traps and regime 
changes, tipping surface

=> It allows to think differently on policy spaces: Corridor stability (local resilience) suggests 
policies to enlarge the domain of attraction (buffer stocks, liquidity buffers, foreign  

currency reserves, regulation), and policy makers need flexibility of updating policies, 
since there is a need for regime dependent policies, pointing to finite horizon dynamic 
decision making instead of infinite horizon (but there is an issue of delayed effects)

Þ As to social contract and order: Though social contracts can support resilience, but they are 
open ended: historical evolution, interpretations, enforcements or erosion, policy shifts,  
perceived fairness (or not?), and there is also time dimension: How should a contract 
between current future generations designed? (see Hans Jonas: Principle of Responsibility)

Þ There are uneven effects of moving beyond tipping poins and corridor stability: 1) should 
one  not think about social safety nets as part of the resilience, leading to bouncing back? 2) 
How should one treat distributional issues involved; using the  boat allegory:  some may  
have life jackets or lifeboats, some others not
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Appendix



Appendix:  Sketch of the Sieveking/Semmler corridor 
stability model (1993)

Model Variant I:  

Three equilibria:

Model Variant II:   



Appendix:  Solution method and numerical results
Setting the perturbation term (epsilon_1, epsilon_2) to zero:  we get 
x_1(n)=lambda,  x_2(n)=r;  => oscillations



Appendix:  Solution method and numerical results one 
perturbation

With perturbation term (epsilon_1, epsilon_2) non zero:  we get 
x_1(n)=lambda, x_2(n)=r;   => convergence to steady state



Appendix: Solution method and numerical results, 
double perturbation

With perturbation term (epsilon_1, epsilon_2) non zero:  we get 
x_1(n)=lambda, x_2(n)=r ;  => and 2nd perturbation term: local 
convergence to steady state; with v=0.2



Appendix:  Solution method and numerical results, 
double Perturbation

With perturbation term (epsilon_1, epsilon_2) non zero:  we get 
x_1(n)=lambda, x_2(n)=r;  => and 2nd perturbation term: 
Unstable, with v=2 (left)               Outer limit cycle with v=1 (right)



Appendix: Solution method and numerical results, 
double perturbation

With perturbation term (epsilon_1, epsilon_2) non zero:  we get 
x_1(n)=lambda, x_2(n)=r;   => and 2nd perturbation term: two limit 
cycles (one repelling, one attracting); with  v=0.6



Appendix:  Sketch of the Analytics
Semmler and Sieveking (1993)

1. Lotka-Volterra: Closed orbits 

Lyapunov function:

2. First perturbation: 

Lyapunov function:
increases



Appendix: Sketch of the Analytics
Semmler and Sieveking (1993)

3a. Second perturbation, consider  3 equilibria for
Even with epsilons

must be attracting for large,      

=> Thus outer limit cycle exists

3b. Second perturbation, consider

Reversing time allows to study inner limit cycle
=> Inner limit cycle exists



Appendix:  Extensions =>  Empirics=>LSTR Model

• See Kockesen et al. (2001, 2017), no optimal control, locally repelling

• Direct Method of Ozaki (1986, 1987, 1989, 1994; discretization and Jacobian at 
each point in the state space, direct estimation of 

• Von der Pol equation: 1 dim

• As discrete time 

piece wise linear equation:  1 dim

• Using an LSTR Model (Granger/Teraesvirta (1993) : 2 or higher dim



Appendix: Numerical Solution Method for Optimal Control models; 
Some of the models are optimal control models with finite horizon; NMPC can here also be used 

as solution method, see Gruene, Semmler and Stieler (2015), JEDC

Solution method: Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control


